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Premier Fence

Our Sportaflex Premier Fence is a modular,
portable, lightweight fencing system designed
for use on athletic and recreational playing
fields.
Several optional attachments allow our portable
fence panels to be used on any level surface,
from natural grass to artificial turf, indoors or
out. Our Premier Fence comes in aluminum
frames at heights of 4½ ft and 6ft. The poly-vinyl
mesh is available in Black, Blue or Forest Green.

fence design is ideal for all sports
* Our
and recreational activities, including crowd

control. Optional attachments provide
greater stability in soft turf, high wind conditions.

Advantages:

Brand your frence with
our PRINTED AD BANNERS!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Aluminum frames designed and built to last
Professional look - turns fields into stadiums
Multiple Mounts depending on ground type
Supports advertising banners
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Mounting Options

Post Anchor with plastic sleeves.
Our post anchor has an 11 inch
steel post that is
quickly inserted
into 18 inch
plastic sleeves
for easy setup
and take down

Base Anchor with
Spring technology
Lag Auger Bolts
reduces risk of
that can be drilled
injury
into the ground
with a portable drill

Steel baseplates
can be used on
artificial turf

Sportaflex’s Economy Fence also
utilizes aluminum poles, rather than
plastic. Although not a complete
frame, the Sportaflex Economy
Fence provides poles that won’t
break, while giving parks the
assurance of enhanced safety for it’s
players.

Revolutionary spring technology means
you'll NEVER replace another pole! The
insert is easily replaced, instead of poles,
so that injuries are less likely.

In addition, our tensioning system helps eliminate the ‘smiley-face
sag’ found on similar fences. A simple zip-tie inserts through
grommets and a hole in the aluminum pole, ensuring that the top
edge of your fence is straight.

The fencing comes in rolls of 160, 100 and
50 foot rolls. Each section is supported
with highly durable aluminum tubing,
allowing for longer life, and a fence that
stands up straight.

Advantages:

1. Aluminum poles
2. Easy to store roll-up mesh
3. Less expensive

